Newfoundland and Labrador Trip 2018
Mitch and family had Marshmallow and his wagon out to South Mountain Park for a weekend of
camping on June 23rd and 24th. Josie, Owen and Natasha had a good time but we are not sure about
Mitch. The electric part of the hot water heater did not work and worse yet, the refrigerator did not
work. Mitch spent most of his time trying to repair both.

Josie and Owen enjoyed camping

Mitch also went and bought a new power cord for the trailer because he left the original in his shop
where he was going to replace the male plug. Mitch and Philip did not get the hot water tank nor
refrigerator repaired so I took it down to Park Street RV in Coldbrook and damn near drowned in
the pouring rain disconnecting the trailer and leaving it there, on Monday the 25th.
Mileage Mitch's to Park Street RV = 133 kilometres
Coldbrook, Nova Scotia, Wednesday June 27th Sunny and 25C
They claimed the trailer was ready at noon so Joan and I went down and picked it up to find they
could not get the electric part of the hot water to heat. The refrigerator had a wire off on the 24 volt
system and they simply reconnected it. Mitch said they noticed that wire off but could not figure out
where it went. Joan and I took the trailer to K & J in Middleton to fix a real slow air leak in the air
bags on the curb side of the trailer.
Park Street RV to K & J Middleton = 46 kilometres
Middleton, Nova Scotia, Friday June 29th, Sunny and 23C
Bob and Sam were unable to come along for the trip so I went alone to K & J and picked up the
trailer. The connection to the top of an air bag was leaking. The skinniest guy in the shop went in
through the spare tire compartment and fixed it. I did not know one could reach an air bag that
route. I felt if one jacked up the trailer the wheels would hang down where one could work on the
air bags. Anyway, it is fixed and they put 60 pounds of air in each bag and I noted she road real
good coming home so will try and keep it at 60 pounds from now on. I know at 90 pounds per bag it
nearly hammers things to pieces in the trailer.

I departed K & J at 1338 (1:38 PM) and stopped and had a nice visit with my sister Linda in
Berwick. I departed K & J at 1217 and arrived at 1245.
K & J to Berwick = 34 kilometres
When I came out from a great visit and coffee, Doug Rawle VE1RK pulled up and we had a good
visit. Doug retired from Regional Office around the same time I retired. His son Walter was with us
at Halifax Coast Guard Radio for a short while. Walter is VE1AWS and now also AC1EA. He has a
small horse ranch in Maine and works in New York City. From the way Doug spoke I take it he
does most of his work at home. Walter was very smart and now has his PHD in electronics.
Berwick to Cambridge = 8 kilometres
I stopped at Donny Foster's Fire Service in Cambridge but they could do nothing with the trailer's
fire extinguisher and knew nothing about educating the carbon monoxide detector so that it would
only alarm on carbon monoxide instead of whenever it felt like it. They would require the fire
extinguisher a couple of days to bring it up to date or buy a new one. They did not have a new one
so to heck with it for now. I departed Donny's at 1400 (2 PM)
When I got to Windsor I pulled into the Atlantic Superstore for a few things. Lord it was crowded.
The old folks must have received their pensions. Thank goodness Joan was not with me. I had little
room to manoeuvre with the truck and trailer and she would have been rather excited to say the
least.
Cambridge to Windsor = 51 kilometres
I was at the store ten minutes 2:41 to 2:51 and back on the road. It was a beautiful sunny day at 25C
with the air-conditioner on and Marshmallow working the “finest kind”. There was not a lot of
traffic on the road and I passed a good portion but let the lead foots fly by. Marshmallow claimed he
would like a drink of diesel when I reached the Petro-Canada station on Kearney Lake Road so
pulled in and topped up his tank.
Windsor to Petro-Canada = 58 kilometres
I was there 7 minutes and the owner is from Newfoundland so told me some stories on the area. I
arrived home at Prestwick Close at 1536 (3:36 PM) to find Joan had just arrived from a day shift at
the hospital.
Petro-Canada to Prestwick Close = 3 kilometres
After supper Joan and I spent an hour loading the trailer. I sure ain't what I used to be and an hour
was plenty.

Prestwick Close, Halifax, Nova Scotia, June 30th Sunny and hot 29C that felt like 35C

Loading the trailer behind 76 Prestwick Close. It was hot. The weather channel said 29C that felt
like 35C.
Prestwick Close, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Saturday June 30, 2018 Sunny warm day
Joan went to work on a day shift. I had no one to lift anything over the patio rail so I just puttered
around and did not do much of anything.
Prestwick Close, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Sunday July 1, 2018 Rain and warm
Joan went to work on a day shift again. When she got home she and I went over to Vanny's Canada
Day Celebration after Joan baked a bread pudding. When we returned home we took a few things to
the trailer and started the refrigerator.
Prestwick Close, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Monday July 2, 2018 sunny and 15C
I did not sleep well at all. I guess it was pre-trip blues or something. I got up at 3 AM and had
breakfast and finally got up at 6 AM with a cramp in my right foot. I get them all the time lately.
I moved the truck and trailer to the front of 76 Prestwick and found it easier to load. I was sweating
real well when we got ready to leave. It was a beautiful sunny morning at 15C when we left at 0830
(8:30 AM). We were hoping to leave by 9 AM and out did ourselves by 30 minutes. We just took
our time and drove along. We hit overcast and 16C 17C around Truro. The overcast was quite thick
around Mount Thom. There was little traffic. The usual car flying along and the odd annoying truck,
the ones that like to go like hell downhill and then nearly stop going uphill. I simply settled in as tail
end Charlie most of the trip.
Joan wanted fuel at Auld's Cove and what a hell of a hole to get this rig in fuel it and out again. We
arrived at 1107 (11:07 am) and left at 1116 (11:16 AM), 65.33 litres, 1.258 per lite, for $82.19. The
truck was full when we departed and this was 262 kilometres.
We carried on for another 141 kilometres and pulled into Arm of Gold Campground at site 13, at
1252 (12:52 PM). We followed the kid in from the office on a golf cart. It sure makes it easy when
they do that. It was $39.95 for the one night.
I set up using the two new stabilizer jacks and the one old one. I even put up the HF antenna and

checked the gear. Now I wonder if I will actually work someone. It is nice to be out with the rig
again.
The sun returned as we got near the campground and it was 79F here in the trailer as I typed this
with all vents and some windows open at 1520 or 3:20 PM.
We walked around, had supper and talked to several neighbours. Most are here to go on the ferry
tomorrow. This is a nice big campground but there are no seasonal.

We came in after dismantling the HF antenna. I heard a PY (Brazil) on 14020 kilohertz, the first
station from Brazil I have heard. I checked into the Maritime Net with Peter VE1PJS at Truro Net
Control. Willie VE1WJT at Weymouth and Roger VE1RV at Point Du Chene were on but
conditions were so bad we did not have a chat. I went out and took down the HF antenna at 1920
(7:20 PM) and our neighbours from Kitchener, Ontario came out for a chat.
It was getting foggy and quite chilly when we came in at 1945 (7:45 PM). We may have a cold
foggy morning.
A Newfoundlander across from us has a one ton dually with large chrome stacks; the body removed
and has it “tiddled up”.

Joan was checking on her lap top and the temp was to be 54F, cloudy with sunny periods tomorrow.
Time for bed – Good Night!
Mileage Monday July 2, 2018 = 403 kilometres
Arm of Gold Campground, North Sydney, Nova Scotia, Tuesday, July 3, 2018
We were up at 0625 (6:25 AM) and Joan had been up since 0600 (6 AM). We had breakfast, shave,
shower, took some photos, broke camp and were on the road at 0844 (8:44 AM). We arrived at the
ferry dock waited in line with the rest and cleared all the paper work at 0900 (9 AM). We were
loaded on the MV Highlanders at 1100 (11 AM) and sailed at 1200 (12 PM) 16 minutes before they
said we would. The campground to the ferry dock was 6 kilometres.
There may be something more boring than a 6 hour 10 minute cruise on a Newfie Ferry and a 5
hour flight in a Boeing 737 from Calgary to Halifax but I would be hard pressed to name it. At least
on the ferry one can get up and walk around.

We docked at Port Aux Basque at 1830 (6:30 PM) Nova Scotia time. I cannot be bothered to change
to the ½ hour difference in the Newfoundland time.
We drove until we spotted a sign that said campground at St. Andrew's. So we went to St. Andrew's.
A man was talking to a couple in a car and I asked him the whereabouts of the campground. He
simply said follow these folks so we followed them. They were great people and very interesting.
The campground is called camp 22. The guy is just starting the campground and he told us to park
here or down on the edge of the river. We went to the edge of the river. No hook-ups what so ever
but it was a beautiful spot and as quiet as quiet could be. It was 43 kilometres from the ferry to the
campground.

The mosquitoes nearly walked off with us. I simply said to hell with it and just dropped the main
landing gear after trying a couple of positions with the trailer. It was beautiful with the sun setting.

The grass, trees and so on were a nice yellow. I took some photos in the morning because the
mosquitoes were so thick, but it was very foggy and one could not see the river.

The campground owner was a heck of nice guy and it was his son who was killed sky diving several
years ago in Stewiacke, Nova Scotia. I vaguely remember the incident. We went to bed around 2100
(9 PM). The trailer was awful dark with no electricity. It was great for sleeping and not a sound. I
was hoping to see a moose but none showed up. The campground owner had a moose clean out his
garden and said they were around that area.
Mileage Tuesday July 3, 2018 = 43 kilometres
ALL TIMES ARE NOVA SCOTIA DAYLIGHT I CANNOT BE BOTHERED GOING
AHEAD ½ HOUR
St. Andrew’s, Newfoundland, Wednesday July 4, 2018 sunny and hot at 26C
We were up, had breakfast, broke camp and on the road at 0900 (9 AM). It was thick fog and I tried
to get a few photographs before we left, dang the fog because it was a pretty place to camp.
We got on the road and had one beautiful drive. This country is way more beautiful than I expected.
There are some bad holes in the roads and very little four lane highway. I set the cruise at 92
kilometres most of the way, either moved up to the limit, or pulled over to let the traffic go past.
There is very little traffic and the usual large trucks, some are logging trucks. We stopped at Crabbe
River for fuel. This was one hour from St. Andrew's at 1000 (10 AM) and 68 kilometres. The diesel
was $1.441 per litre. We were 7 minutes loading the diesel and getting two coffees at the Irving
Station and then back on the road. It was a nice sunny day at 22C loading the diesel.
We were back on the road and stopped at Deer Lake at 1204 (12:04 PM) another 170 kilometres.
We went into a Foodland Store. The bananas were 99 cents, ten cents more per pound than at home.
We were at Deer Lake 31 minutes and back on the road. It was 23C and still nice and sunny.
Joan had a hard time finding a campground. She finally came up with one at Kings Point 12
kilometres off the Trans-Canada Highway. It was 134 kilometres from Deer Lake to Kings Point.
We found the campground but could not find the office. We finally found someone who told us it
was the little store across the street. They told us at the store the sites we could choose and go
choose one and come back and pay for it. It is not the best campground and the sites are short. We

choose site 8 with electricity and water only with everything on the wrong side of the trailer and I
set-up the camp before I went over and paid for the site. So we were there on a beautiful hot sunny
day at 26C. It was very hot in the truck so Joan and I put up the silver/aluminium sun shield in the
trucks windshield.

We spent the evening watching our old home movies CD 1, the family movies. It sure brought back
a lot of memories and has been so long since we last watched them we did not remember as much
as we felt we would.
We had to close the trailer door, the wind came up quite strong and was getting quite cold at 1830
(6:30 PM).
Both Joan and I played with the broadcast receiver in the trailer and believe it or not we could not
hear a station on the FM band and the only thing we could hear is CBC Radio 1 out of Grand Falls
on 540 kilohertz. That was real crazy for 2018 and sounds more like 1960.
There were stairs down to a nice patio with bench seats so one could go down, sit and watch the
harbour except it was too cold to do that this evening. So, Joan read and I played with this Toshiba.
We went to bed around 2100 (9 PM) and called it a day.
Mileage Wednesday July 4, 2018 = 238 kilometres
Kings Point, Newfoundland, Thursday July 5, 2018 sunny and warm at 12C
We nearly froze in the morning. The furnace did nothing but blow cold air. Joan has two electric
heaters and tried them both. We had showers just the same and got our day going. Joan went up to
the dump station and waited for me after we broke camp. I went up around and in to the dump
station. The trailer was off too far so I backed up with Joan guiding me and watching for traffic. The
town or village of Kings Point owned the trailer park and it was very poorly laid out. Everything
was on the wrong side of the trailer and the dump station was on the wrong side of the road. In the
process of getting the trailer in to the dump station we managed to back over the end of the sewer

hose and ruin the end. It can and will be salvaged with a new plastic end fitting.
We finally got the trailer dumped and we had put fresh water on at the site, site 8. I had to go down
into the campground and turn after Joan guided me back and then picked her up on the way out. We
departed at 0938 (9:38 AM) on a sunny warm day (12C).
We drove for 20 minutes and arrived at the Esso Station at Springdale Junction, 16 kilometres, for
diesel at $1.458 per litre. I took on $102.34 and told the old gal who was clerk that the 34 cents was
on the ground by the pump because it does not shut off too quick. She said “He is slow”. When she
asked me how I was I said “Not bad for an old fart”. She said “You aren't old until you reach 100
years”. Could be but I doubt I will make it. I will be 80 years old next spring.
We were at the Esso Station from 0958 (9:58 AM) until 1005 (10:05 AM) or a total of 7 minutes.
We drove to Bishop Falls a distance of 108 kilometres and stopped at Tim Hortons for Coffee at
1121 (11:21 AM). The place was crowded and busy and Joan was 14 minutes getting us two
coffees. Two large 18-wheelers came in and blocked the way I intended to go out but no big deal I
went around the Irving station.

This is Joan coming with the coffee and another 18-wheeler came in next to this one and blocked
the path I intended to use.
10 minutes and 10 kilometres later we arrived at the Central Newfoundland Airstrip and took some
photographs through the fence of the aircraft.

We then went back to the Gander Museum and enjoyed it very much. The Beech 18 parked outside
was identical to the one Joan had flown at Teslin, Yukon Territory. The old Hudson Bomber
brought back more memories. Uncle Lew flew them to England during the war as a radio operator.

Then we went out to the Gander Airport. I had heard a lot of stories of that over the years.

We then went to Kent Building Supplies and the guy driving out of the parking lot told us how to
get to the “Turkey Farm”. The Turkey Farm was one of our Naval Radio Stations and most of my
former navy buddies had served there. I just wanted to say I saw it and did not dare take any
photographs of it for security reason and only went far enough to see the tops of the antenna array.
From there we came back to an RV Service Center and the old Technician came out for a look at our
furnace. Yes, the damn thing worked the finest kind. It must have been an air lock. I told him it was
13 years old and should I think of replacing it. He said no just service it because it is good for 40
years at least. As usual he was quite impressed with the trailer. They would not take anything for
this but I slipped a ten spot to the old technician for coffee. He was more than happy and said to
came back in the morning if did not work.

From the RV Service we went to the Country Inn Campground at 315 Magee Road Gander and setup at site 24 for the night. ($36.00)

It was 23 kilometres from the Central Newfoundland Airstrip to the Country Inn Campground. Joan
was getting pretty well fed up with all the running around. I enjoyed every minute. She wanted me
to drop the trailer but that is too hard. It is much easier to drag the trailer along.
We watched another CD of our old home movies. Joan listened to the girl screaming/singing across
the way with several others sitting and listening to her. They quit singing and we went to bed
around 2130 (9:30 PM).
Mileage Thursday July 5, 2018 = 239 kilometres
Gander, Newfoundland, Friday July 6, 2018 overcast and 26C
We were up at day break for breakfast and then Joan dug me out at 0730 (7:30 AM) for the day. The
furnace worked fine. Shave, showers and what have you and then we broke camp. Joan had greased
the four stabilizer jacks and they sure worked well. There was a bit of a rain shower while getting
ready and I sat it out in the truck.
We got on the road at 0916 (9:16 AM) with overcast and 19C weather.
We pulled into a North America gas station for fuel at Port Blandford. It was overcast 23C and at
1045 (10:45 AM). The sign on the diesel pump said to get the office to turn it on. I did and she
needed a Credit Card, a Debit Card would not do because they could not see the pump from the
office and so many were simply stealing fuel. It must have been a big rig that took the $2,500.00
worth of fuel from the pump next to the one I used. Diesel was $1.458 per litre and I loaded
$125.80 worth. We were back on the Trans-Canada Highway Route 1 at 1057 (10:57 AM) including
all the pot holes and construction.
They were resurfacing the highway around Clarenville, at 155 kilometres from St. John's and we
were held up in an awful string of traffic for ½ hour. It was very, very windy, 17C and this took
place around 1140 (11:40 AM). I did not realize there were so many vehicles in Newfoundland.

We arrived at Pippy Park in the city of St. John's at 1400 (2 PM) and were assigned site 66. It cost
us $187.27 for four days.

Jeanette arrived with supper, Mary Brown Chicken just as Joan and I finished setting up camp. It
was still very windy, but sunny and at 26C.
We watched another old home movie for the evening and Joan played with her I Pad. We went to
bed around 2100 (9 PM) and called it a day.
Mileage for Friday July 6, 2018 = 341 kilometres
St. John’s, Newfoundland, Saturday July 7, 2018 sunny and windy at 22C
We were up around 0700 (7 AM) with breakfast, shave showers and so on. I put a jug of DEF in old
Marshmallow, not that he needed it but he kept telling me how much mileage we had on what was
in the truck. So we dumped that in with hopes of shutting him up. Modern equipment! Keith arrived
around 1030 (10:30 AM) and we got back to the trailer at 1530 (3:30 PM). Keith drove
Marshmallow and had Joan and I all over St. John's and then some. We were to Signal Hill where
Marconi received the first trans-Atlantic radio or wireless signal in 1901. He received that in an old
building that had been a hospital and is now part of the parking lot.

This is Joan and I on windy Signal Hill with St. John’s in the background.
We then went to Cape Spear the most easterly point of North America.

This is Joan and Keith at the most eastern spot in North America, Cape Spear, Newfoundland.

This is Joan and Keith looking over one of the large cannon mounted in various tunnels and
locations at Cape Spear for use during World War II if required.
After the great tour of Cape Spear we then went to the restaurant; Keith's at Petty Harbour for
lunch.
After lunch we went to Bay Bulls. My father had been a blacksmith in the navy and was stationed
there during the war (1943-1945) and spoke of the experience often and I have always wanted to
see it.

This is Bay Bulls harbour. Are you able to picture a couple of destroyers limping into this port for
Chief Petty Officer Dad and his buddies to repair and send them back out to the war in World War
II? One of the destroyers was HMS Highlander H44 if my memory is accurate.
From Bay Bulls we came back into St. John's to a Sobeys Grocery store and then back to the trailer.
It was one fantastic day.
Mileage for Saturday July 7, 2018 = none with the trailer.
Saturday was a nice sunny day around 22C but awful windy.
Keith happened to mention that we would be issued a satellite phone with the Newfoundland
Constabulary and carry extra diesel in order to go from Happy Valley to Labrador City. I had
purchased a couple of small containers to carry the extra diesel. The first Joan had heard of this and
that did it. There was no way she was going to make that portion of the trip so it looked like we
would do well to see Goose Bay and Happy Valley.
For years I had felt the Royal Canadian Mounted Police had absorbed the Newfoundland
Constabulary, the Newfoundland Police Force when Canada Joined Newfoundland. Not so, there
are both RCMP and Newfoundland Constabulary operating in Newfoundland and Labrador as the
province is officially known.
We watched the fourth and the last of the four home movies and we were getting ready to watch one
of the many movies we had brought along. Many still in their plastic wrapping where Joan had
bought them here and there on sale.

ABRS Diamond

ABRS Roscoe

ABRS Diamond and ABRS Roscoe sixty years later complete with tinnitus and hearing aids
Just before we started the movie Calvin came in. It had been sixty (60) years since we had seen
each other. We were in the navy, the same trade but he was three months ahead of me. I had
remained in the reserve army for the summer and this put me behind him. Our birthdays are one
week apart. We were stationed at HMCS Coverdale together. The girls, the WRENS had operated
Coverdale when it opened in 1943 until World War II ended. The men took over the coast stations
as well as at sea after the war. The girls were given single beds rather than the bunks we were
accustomed to. We still had and used these beds. There were four of us to a room and Calvin's bed

was next to mine. We had a lot of catching up to do and it was 2300 (11 PM) before we managed to
stop. They wanted $5.50 for Calvin to bring his car up to our site 66 or he could walk for nothing.
He walked and I walked down to his car with him when he left. It was easy downhill going down
but I had to climb the hill coming back. It was no big deal. Yes, we are sixty years older but I could
still see the teenager in him and I am sure he could see it in me. Needless to say we took several
pictures, some with and some without the caps I had around here. Calvin married a nurse a year
after Joan and I married. He and Marg and Joan and I are still going strong sixty years later
although the marriages are not quite that old.
Joan and I went to bed after walking to the gate. It was one fantastic day.
Mileage for Saturday July 7, 2018 = none for trailer
St. John’s, Newfoundland, Sunday July 8, 2018 sunny and still very windy
We were up at 0730 (7:30 AM) and Joan got in the shower ahead of me. After my shave and shower
I wrote up the last of this with a cup of tea. I had had breakfast at 0500 (5 AM). We then sat around
waiting for things to happen. Keith was selling his boat and was tied up in that. Jeanette finally
arrived alone at about 1430 (2:30 PM). Jeanette drove our truck, Marshmallow and we went to the
Newfoundland Railroad Museum. The Newfoundland Railroad shut down for good in 1988 and
now the old line is a trail for hiking, 4-wheelers and what have you.

There were a lot of boat and ship models in the museum that had been part of the railroad
organization. The museum was very interesting and they even showed movies of the railroad
history. After watching four movies on the history of the railroad we went to Keith's home and
picked up Keith.
We then went for supper at the Outport Restaurant and Pub at 1495 Topsail Road, Paradise,
Newfoundland. Keith and I had the Jiggs Dinner. The first time I had a chance to have one although
we have heard a lot about it for years. It was good with a blueberry caramel pudding for dessert.
After supper we went over to Conception Bay South where we could see the islands. On leaving the
area Keith bought us each a nice soft ice cream cone. From there we went to St. Philips and
watched the fish. The water was very clear and you could see the fish swimming around the wharfs.

One lad was trying to jig them especially a flounder that was right on the bottom where flounders
live and some call them bottom fish.

When we got home at the trailer Keith and Jeanette visited for a few minutes then went home. I
typed this and Joan played with her I Pad.
The day was nice and sunny, warm but the wind nearly drives you crazy at times. It blows steady.
Mileage for the day, trailer = none
St. John’s, Newfoundland, Monday July 9, 2018
I was up for breakfast at 0600 (6 AM) and then back for another snooze and up at 0830 (8:30 AM)
and got our day underway.
We walked down to the gate and paid for this campground until Thursday morning July 12th. We
walked back to the trailer and waited for Jeanette. She arrived about 1030 (10:30 AM) and the first
place we went was to City Tire and made an appointment for Thursday morning with hopes of
getting the air bag on the curb side fixed. K & J was supposed to have it fixed before we left but
when I checked the air in the bags I found the mid curbside bag would not take any air and
apparently had none.
From City Tire we went all over the place so much so it is hard to keep it all straight any longer.
The first place was the Admiralty Building that was most interesting.

This was the home of H.M. Wireless Station a radio monitoring station of World War I and the first
I had heard of this station. It was very interesting and needless to say I took a lot of photographs.
Cal told me they had a Hammarlund SP-600 receiver. They did not have one on display but the girl
giving us the tour was not only very informative but opened up the back room for me and there
were not one but two SP-600 receivers. Cal and I spent many hours in the navy swinging up and
down the radio bands with those receivers.

This is also the home of The Society of Newfoundland Radio Amateurs and I am very glad Cal
mentioned this museum to me.
From the Wireless Museum we went and toured the peninsula between Trinity and Conception Bay;
the towns of Cupids, Brigus, Bay Roberts and Harbour Grace.

This is Joan just entering the Brigus Tunnel.

This is Joan and Jeanette looking down into the water at the other end of the Brigus Tunnel. Jeanette
claims she would like to retire at Brigus.
We had a lunch of Pea Soup at Brigus and while there a tour bus came in and a couple sat at our
table from Halifax. He had been a stoker in the navy and joined in 1967. I am old, I joined in 1956.

Old Marshmallow was getting thirsty and we filled him up at South River for $156.46 at $1.419 per
litre.

We saw the Emelia Earhart monument at Harbour Grace with the old DC-3 CF-QBI. Everyone
thinks QBI was Amelia's aircraft.
DC3 CF-QBI serial number 6179 was registered to Quebecair Inc. Rimouski, Quebec, in 1963 and
spent most of her time flying around Newfoundland and Labrador. Amelia was flying a Lockheed
10E on her last and final flight when she went missing in 1937. Amelia’s aircraft was issued
registration NR16020 and was assigned radio call sign KHAQQ. The Americans often do things a
bit differently than the rest of the world. Most of the world simply uses the aircraft registration as

the radio call sign. For example: CF-QBI was simply CFQBI over the radio or simply QBI.
The old coastal passenger vessel KYLE that was assigned international call sign VOLR is also
rotting away at Harbour Grace.

From Harbour Grace we went for a supper of fish and chips at Ches's Famous Fish and Chips, 8
Highland Drive, St. John's. We went into the Sobeys Grocery that was next to Ches's, picked up a
few things and came back to the trailer. Jeanette went home around 1830 (6:30 PM).
Joan tried to phone Cal and found her phone was not working. She could phone no one so went to
see if she could find some help. Joan returned at 1905 (7:05 PM). The girl at the Entrance Booth
had trouble with Joan’s phone but managed to reboot it and get it going. It was a great relief for us.
Joan phoned Betty and told her we were coming and she phoned Cal for me. Cal said he would be
out and spend tomorrow afternoon with me and then we were off to Betty's.

Joan's GPS worked “the finest kind” and took us right to Betty's door. She has a beautiful little
home right next to her son's and a beautiful view of Conception Bay. This is Betty and Joan on
Betty’s front step.

This is the sunset for July 9, 2018, from Betty’s living room window. Her son, Dean, flies for Air
Canada and lives next door. While we were there Dean's two boys, Joshua and Jonathon came to
spend the night with Betty. They are great company for Betty.
We had a great visit and left for the trailer at 2200 (10 PM) and GPS brought us right back to the
trailer without a hitch. The GPS worked so well I feel sorry for the times I have given it such a hard
time for not working as it should. It must be this area that makes it work so well.

It was pitch dark and 15C on the way home.
There was wind, wind and more WIND. I've never ever seen wind like this. We have seen very few
wind powered electric generators and no doubt one would be worn out in a month with this wind.
Betty the native said she was totally fed up with it.
We went to bed at 2300 (11 PM) to end another fantastic day.
Mileage for Monday July 9, 2018 = none for the trailer
St. John’s, Newfouondland, Tuesday July 10, 2018 sunny and 28C
We were up at 0600 (6 AM) and had breakfast and got our day under way. We went up to the
laundromat and did laundry and got back to the trailer at 1200 (12 Noon) and had lunch. Nice and
sunny at 24C and lots of wind.
Cal arrived at 1300 (1 PM) and we sat and talked until 1515 (3:15 PM). Joan went up to Loop 4
where there is Wi Fi. We are in Loop 2 and Loop 4 has the only Wi Fi.
Hot sunny afternoon but very windy as usual the temp was 28C.
Jeanette arrived around 1630 (4:30 PM) and we followed her home to get Keith. Jeanette grabbed a
quick shower and we went to Bridie Molloys, 198-200 Water Street for supper. Joan had a chicken
burger and I had a traditional burger for $48.29 and I slapped a $7.00 tip on it that brought it up to
$55.29.
From there we went to the Crow’s Nest and I'll be darned it is the World War II Crow’s Nest with
several hundred ships badges and so on. It even has all the stairs one hears about every time they
mention the Crow’s Nest.

This is Joan standing next to the periscope from the German submarine U-190.
The Crow’s Nest is now privately owned and every Tuesday evening everyone that feels like it gets
up and tells a story. There were no navy stories. The periscope off the German Submarine U-190 is
there but not really working. The navy is going to try and get it working. The U-190 sank the last
Canadian Naval Ship to be sunk by enemy action during the war, HMCS Esquimalt with pendant
J272 and international call sign CYQS. U-190 was operated by the Canadian Navy for a couple of
years after it surrendered and was then taken out and sunk where she sank HMCS Esquimalt. HMCS
Esquimalt was one of the diesel Bangor Class Minesweepers.

I could hear those that told stories that evening but could not understand a thing many of them said.
My hearing is a mess. It was a good evening and a real pleasure to go into the Crow’s Nest. I have
heard a lot about it over the years.
We had a rain shower while at the Crow’s Nest but little rain on the way home. Joan and I came
home with Marshmallow and the GPS. The temperature was 20C and quite warm.
Mileage for Tuesday July 10, 2018 = none for the trailer
St. John’s, Newfoundland, Wednesday July 11, 2018 warm overcast and 24C
We got up at 0615 (6:15 AM) to a warm overcast day at 24C in the trailer with no heat on. We just
sat around the trailer and I spent a lot of time playing solitaire on this old Toshiba Lap Top. Cal
came at 1315 (1:15 PM) and that is Nova Scotia time as stated. I could not be bothered to change
time ½ hour. From the trailer we went to The Rooms Newfoundland and Labrador 9 Bonaventure
Avenue, St. John's and spent several hours going over the complete history of Newfoundland. It is a
beautiful building with everything one would want to know about Newfoundland and Labrador.
One can trace their family tree back to the beginning if one is a native Newfoundlander. The Royal
Newfoundland Regiment was nearly wiped out during World War I and there is all one would ever
want to know about that fiasco.

This is Joan and I at the front of The Rooms.

This lady was describing all the things the women knit for the troops overseas during the war. I
think she said a total of 52,000 pairs of wool socks, and this was very interesting and rather
amazing.

This is Cal standing next to a boat at The Rooms. It was one fascinating afternoon and we heard the
building cost forty million dollars. It is definitely one beautiful building and a great experience.
After the Rooms we went over to Cal's home and met his wife Marg and then the four of us went
downtown for Chinese food at the Golden Phoenix. We were full. Joan claims the best Chinese food
she ever ate. Cal & Marg dropped us off at the Gate to the Pippy RV Park and Joan and I walked up
the hill to the trailer. We hooked the truck to the trailer to get it ready for an early departure the next
morning.
Mileage for Wednesday July 11, 2018 = none for the trailer
St. John’s, Newfoundland, Thursday July 12, 2018 sunny and warm
We were up and finished breaking camp and on the road at 0714 (7:14 AM) and we arrived at City

Tire & Auto Centre, 4 Trout Place, Mount Pearl, Newfoundland, at 0810 (8:10 AM). Craig
Humphries, the Service Advisor and his assistant Barry took a look at things. I knew it was a mess
and the front tire was scraping the fender when we got there. They gave Joan and me a lift down to
Tim Hortons and came and got us. To make a long story short it was a bigger mess than I thought.
Barry could not finish it so Jeanette and Keith came and we followed them to the Capital Hotel, 208
Kenmount Road, St. John's, Newfoundland and rented room 419 for the night. We then went to a
Wing'n It for supper. We then went back to the hotel for a visit. When Keith and Jeanette went home
we watched Wheel of Fortune as we do most evenings at home. I went to bed just as soon as that
was over.

Mileage for Thursday July 12, 2018 = 16 kilometres
Mount Pearl, Newfoundland, Friday July 13, 2018 sunny and warm
I slept real sound and woke up with my teeth aching especially the ones that had been pulled. Joan
finally gave me a couple of pills that knocked me out. A nurse is a real handy mate at times and I
woke up feeling fine. I finally crawled out at 0900 (9 AM) had a shave and shower and got my day
under way. Joan had already showered and was ready to roll. We went down to the hotel restaurant
for breakfast. We went over to City Tire to find Barry just finishing up. The tires arrived and he
mounted them. New brake shoes, one new air bag that I had been carrying, new shocks and he cut
the tops of the iron that was useless and hitting the trailer frame. He also hooked up a brake hose
that was touching a tire. This was a beautiful job with nitrogen in all six tires, except the spare. The
poorest tire was placed in the spare tire rack and we said our good byes and got on the road at 1210
(12:10 PM). Barry wanted us to stop at City Tire in Clarenville to check the torque on the tires. We
arrived at Clarenville at 1405 (2:05 PM) and the torque was fine. Joan and I had a quick lunch in the
trailer while there and got back on the road at 1445 (2:45 PM).
When we departed Mount Pearl and got on the Trans-Canada Highway and while still in the city we
saw our first moose. She was a beautiful young cow just standing on the bank across the ditch from
us and she was watching us closely. We, and there were quite a few vehicles were watching her
closely as well in case she decided to cross the road.
We stopped at Esso Gander and topped up the diesel tank at 1618 (4:18 PM) and arrived at Country
Inn Garden and RV Park, 315 Magee Road, Gander, Newfoundland at 1636 (4:36 PM). All and all
one fine day and the trailers wheels and suspension should be good for ten years at least.

There were a couple of kids riding their bicycles through that puddle when I managed to get the
trailer set-up but I failed to get a photo of them. I turned the truck and trailer around and put it in
site 65 this way, or backwards in order to keep our steps out of that lane. There were several
vehicles running up and down that area.
Joan cleaned out the left overs in the refrigerator, mostly Mary Browns fried chicken and a
hamburger for supper. It was real good even though it was left over from some other meal. After
supper Joan and I went to the other end of the RV Park to see the dump station. We just have
electricity and water at this site, 65. We saw the dump station and now know the direction to drive
to it but the darn black flies nearly ate us alive. We were not long returning to the trailer and
shutting the door. We were in site 24 the last time in this campground, a full service site. This is the
weekend and the park was filled.
We went to bed shortly after 2100 (9 PM) after a beautiful sunset.
Mileage for Friday July 13, 2018 = 335 kilometres
Gander, Newfoundland, Saturday July 14, 2018
We were up early. I had breakfast at 0330 (3:30 AM) and got that over with and went back to bed.
We were up at 0730 (7:30 AM) and got ready to go after a shower, etc. We went to the dump station
and there we met Ruth and Carl Brown, relatives of Linda and Kevin. We have been good friends
for years – well since 1975 and I reckon that is years. Kevin and I worked together at Halifax Coast
Guard Radio, Halifax, Nova Scotia, and their two boys are still friends with our two boys.
We got on the road at 0939 (9:39 AM) and stopped at Wal-Mart, Gander and created a little
inflation, not much, just a little. We departed Gander at 1022 (10:22 AM) and the next stop was at
Badger. We stopped at the Irving Station there and I managed to miss everything and not upset a
fuel pump on them. Joan ran in and got a coffee while I left the truck running in case I had to move
for someone or something. I am sure half of Newfoundland was there including a lot of 18wheelers.
We were back on the road after a 4 minute stop 1149 – 1153 (11:49 – 11:53 AM) and our next stop
was at Springdale Junction for diesel. I used the same pump and fooled it this time and did not slop
a drop as I did coming up. The same old gal was on the cash. We were there for 6 minutes – 1234 –
1240 (12:34 – 1240 PM).
The country was very beautiful but my God it was more crooked and hilly than the Rocky
Mountains from Deer Lake to Gros Morne. We arrived at an Irving Station and I had to wait for a

string of people before I could ask the clerk if there was an RV Park near-by. He said just down the
road a kilometre. So we arrived at the Gros Morne RV Campground Limited, Rocky Harbour,
Newfoundland at 1455 (2:55 PM).

This is the campground sign and note Marshmallow and the wagon parked down at the corner by
the word entrance.
This place was not the most screwed-up place we have visited but it was getting close. We parked
Marshmallow and his wagon and then went to the office. It was a good walk. This campground is
wrapped around the Jehovah Witness Kingdom Hall and could be owned by them. We found the
office then walked back along the highway. The ditch was full of swamp something or other so we
had to walk around. There was a little brown rabbit sitting alongside the ditch eating grass. Cute
little guy and I told him not to try and cross the highway. The place is crawling with traffic.
The motorhome behind us was from Edmonton, Alberta, and his 8th trip east so Joan and I were not
the only crazy ones around. When Joan and I arrived home last October, 2017, from out west it was
the 9th time we have dragged a trailer across North America. We have no idea how many times we
have driven and flown across.
We had a great supper of Kraft Dinner, Hot Dogs and Newfie steak – Bologna.
We read for a while and went to bed around 2130 (9:30 PM).
Mileage for Saturday July 14, 2018 = 382 kilometres
Rocky Harbour, Newfoundland, Sunday July 15, 2018
I was up at 0300 (3 AM) and had breakfast mainly to get the cramps to work their way out of my
legs. I went back to bed and got up at 0700 (7 AM). While Joan was getting ready I went around
and lifted the stabilizer jacks and dropped the trailer down on Marshmallow. We lift the weight off
of him while parked. By that time Joan was finished doing whatever she was doing so I finished
breaking camp.
We got around and departed. I picked Joan up at the dumpster where she deposited our bag of
garbage and we carried on to the Irving station and topped up the diesel tank and bought two
coffees for the road.
We departed the Irving Station at 0907 (9:07 AM) and drove to Barr'd Harbour. There we found our
friends from Johnson City, Tennessee, camped in a small pull-out on the highway. They have been
living full time and traveling in their trailer for seven years. We met them at Arm of Gold at North
Sydney. They had spent the night at this pull-out and said there were only two cars that went by all

night. I would not want to do that. You never know who may stop and raise hell with you. We had a
sandwich while there and were there 25 minutes from 1134 (11:34 AM) until 1159 (11:59 AM).

Our friends left while we ate our sandwich. They were going into an Irving Station down the road
and waved to our “toot toot” as we went past. They planned to dry camp again that night as we call
it.
Joan took several photographs as we drove along of the scenery and the squished bugs on
Marshmallows windows. He and his wagon pass the time swatting skeeters and bugs and at the end
of the day have a good collection.

Joan was fascinated with the trees and how they were weather beaten.

We drove along highway 403 North and at 1307 (1:07 PM) we stopped for 5 minutes while Joan
photographed at least four whales feeding and blowing. At least I counted four blowing at the same
time. She managed to get the tail of one and the only photograph showing a tail that she managed.
She has several more just showing the water spouts they blow.
We arrived at St. Anthony at 1444 (2:44 PM) and topped up the diesel tank at the Ultramar Station.
We then went back to Highway 436 and out to Anse Aux Meadows. We arrived there at 1537 (3:37
PM). We went to the Interpretative Centre that was farther down 436 on the left. The actual site one
sees on TV is on the right and not as far out 436. We did not go out there.

These are metal sculptures of some Vikings on the hill outside the interpretive center.

This is one of the displays showing the routes taken by the Vikings.

This is a model of a Viking village.
We departed Anse Aux Meadows at 1606 (4:06 PM) and came back to the Triple Falls RV Park and
paid for site 30 for two days. We arrived at the RV Park at 1651 (4:51 PM). I needed a break from
driving over those lousy roads and the roads in Newfoundland and pure misery. They not only have
pot holes but frost heaves. They put up construction signs but one never sees anyone doing
anything. They also put up signs that read caution pot holes ahead. If they have a bump sign next to
the road; get ready to bump.

Joan and I were hungry but it did not take her long to whip up some rice and some other Chinese
type dish she got out of a package. It was good! Right after that I typed this while Joan went up to
the room with the Wi Fi to alert one and all of our whereabouts.
It was a nice sunny hot day around 23C although it dropped to 14C where we watched the whales.
When we arrived here at Triple Falls one of the seasonal campers came right out and gave me a
hand getting the trailer squared away. He is a native of St. Anthony but I guess this campground is
as far as he wants to get from home. This campground is around 10 kilometres from the town of St.
Anthony.
Joan came home just after I crawled into bed for the day at 2130 (9:30 PM). I was tired and I do not
remember her crawling into bed so must have been asleep already.
Mileage for Sunday July 15, 2018 = 456 kilometres
St. Anthony, Newfoundland, Monday July 16, 2018
We were up at 0550 (5:50 AM) and had breakfast then went back for another snooze. I got up at
0700 (7 AM) and Joan was already up. We had another breakfast and I got ready for the day. While
Joan was getting ready I put up the HF antenna. Joan and I went to Goose Cove to look at the
icebergs. There were just two very small ones. They told us we were two weeks too late. A big one
had gone aground just off of Goose Cove and melted there.

The board walk at Goose Cove in order to walk out and see icebergs only it had been so warm the
icebergs had melted. That is the village of Goose Cove in the background.

This is one of the only two icebergs to be seen.

This is Joan standing next to a bob sled that appears to have been built for a ski-doo. It is rigged
quite differently than the ones my father built for horses and oxen.
From Goose Cove we went back to St. Anthony and parked at Foodland. Tim Hortons was next
door so we went there for coffee and two slices of Lemon Poppy Seed bread. We then went to
Foodland and created a bit of inflation. From there we went back to the trailer at Triple Falls RV
Park about 10 kilometres south of St. Anthony on highway 430. We arrived there at 1300 (1 PM).
Joan cannot text in this area so went to the Wi-Fi room to email. She wanted to email Cal and I
made up a note for VE1JG and VE1YVN that I would call VE1YVN at 1330 (1:30 PM). A dumb
message and I should have simply said I was standing by on 7026 kilohertz. We had no contact with
anyone. Lots of static and my gear appeared to be working well.
Joan contacted Jim, VE1JG only. I should have made up a better address book. She did not have
Sam’s address. Joan sat out at the back of our trailer and I joined her when not calling Sam. Dang I
sure hoped to contact someone while there.
I checked into the Newfoundland net on 3740 kilohertz at 1830 (6:30 PM Nova Scotia Time) and
then checked into the Maritime Net on 3750 kilohertz at 1900 (7 PM) Nova Scotia Time. Peter
VE1PJS was net control and I had to work him CW with him on phone. My 50 watts was hard copy
for Peter but someone relayed and someone was probably in Cape Breton. Anyway they knew my
QTH – radio lingo for position. I tried Sam again at 2000 (8 PM) but heard nothing and some
American in Aruba came on frequency very loud so Sam not likely would have heard me if he had
been on.
Joan went to the laundromat to do a load of laundry at 2000 (8 PM) and I switched the radios off at
2010 (8:10 PM). It was sufficient racket for one day.
Joan did not get home from the laundromat until 2230 (10:30 PM) the place was so busy. To bed
and called it a day.
Mileage for the day = Trailer None
St. Anthony, Newfoundland, Tuesday July 17, 2018 sunny and 14C to 22C
We were up at 0630 (6:30 AM) had breakfast and got our day under way. I gave Sam a quick call on
7026 but nothing heard of course. I still had the antenna up so why not?
We departed the Triple Falls RV Park at 0830 (8:30 AM) after going down to the dump station and
cleaning the tanks. Another beautiful sunny day at 14C to 22C that seemed to depend how close to
the water you were. No wonder there were no icebergs because an iceberg cannot stand a

temperature of 22C and even 14C.
We spent 6 minutes at Flowers Cove topping up the diesel tank 1010 – 1016 (10:10 – 10:16 AM).
We arrived at the St. Barbs Ferry terminal at 1037 (10:37 AM). We were awhile getting tickets and
waiting for the arrival and unloading and loading of the ferry. There were a lot more on the ferry
both directions than I expected. There were several big 18-wheelers. We departed St. Barbs at 1230
(12:30 PM) and the ferry was one hour and a half crossing. We departed the ferry at Blanc Sablon,
Quebec, at 1433 (2:33 PM) to a sunny day still and at 16C.

This is the ferry Apollo coming in to St. Barb to pick us up.

They loaded us through the bow and we got off through the stern the way it was handled on all the
ferries we travelled on.

I'm not sure one should call it driving from Blanc Sablon, Quebec, to the Ocean View Resort, West
St. Modestte, Labrador South. There should be another name for it because it was definitely the
roughest road I ever tried to drive on. The Alaska Highway when it was a dirt trail was never so
bad.

This is the welcoming sign when you leave Quebec and enter Labrador.
Cal stated Labrador does not have the population to maintain good highways. He was definitely
correct but I have been saying for years that these provincial and territorial governments are simply
cesspools of greed, discrimination and stupidity. Canada should have federal and municipal
governments only, but you know as well as I that if that was all there was the elected officials would
soon have each federal district blown up to the equivalent of the present provincial and territorial
governments. It would never work. But one found the Labrador roads hard to believe they were in
Canada.
The Ocean View Resort site was better than the last site in the last campground but not by much.
The electrical connections at Ocean View Resort were a standard house electrical connection and
thank God for that. We could not reach their electrical connection with a regular trailer connection.
We had water using two hoses and that was all there was at each site. We had to use their dump
station on leaving.
We went to the restaurant at the resort for supper. That was an excellent feed of Fish and chips. It
was really good with a small little crust filled with berries for desert. Joan said she feels they are the
berries they pick in Newfoundland and Labrador.
There was wind, WIND, and more wind. You would swear it was going to blow this old trailer over.
It was still hooked to the truck and all four stabilizer jacks were down tight and it was still shaking
good, and not only that but the wind whistled very loud on the window screens.
We called it a day and went to bed at 2200 (10 PM)
Mileage for Tuesday July 17, 2018 = 164 kilometres
St. Modestte, Labrador, Wednesday July 18, 2018
We got up and got our day underway and went to the restaurant for breakfast. We broke camp and
got on the road at 0952 (9:52 AM). Rough, pot holes, frost heaves and you name it. We arrived at
Red Bay at 1037 (10:37 AM) and to hell with this. This is where the trip ends before I do some
serious damage to the truck or trailer or the truck and trailer. I was trying to decide on which site to
use at the Reb Bay campground when I came to the above conclusion. The black flies were unreal. I

had a black cloud of them over my head continually. I was eating and breathing them continually
and at one point had three in my left ear chewing away at the one time.
We topped up the diesel tank at 1.515 per litre, the highest of the trip.
We found the museum and went all through it. One of the main reasons I wanted to make this trip. I
found the history in the museum more modern than I expected. The ships were using magnetic
compasses and that was a surprise to me until I compared my notes and realized I had the date of
the creation of the magnetic compass confused with the date of the creation of the mirror sextant.
They were using the astrolabe and not the sextant.

The museum at Red Bay, Labrador

The whale display

This was a large model of the ship they were using

This is two mannequins in period costume
The museum was definitely well worth the visit and I am glad that I managed to get to see it. I have
been a life member of the National Geographic since 1963. The August 2018 issue describes this
very activity and museum, starting on page 102 and titled “On the Hunt with the Basque Whalers”.
We departed Red Bay in the rain at 1201 (12:01 PM) the first rain we had the whole trip. The road
was still as rough as rough could be.
We met one large bus that did not give a damn and drove his left front wheel into a large pot hole
just as we met him and this caused a wall of muddy water to fly up and over us. It was a few
seconds before Marshmallow’s windshield wipers could clear a hole for us to see. Every vehicle
that came up behind us I simply pulled over as far as possible and stopped until they went past.
What a mess.
We did not stop until we got to the ferry terminal at Blanc Sablon, Quebec. The girl there was very
pleasant and said we could go on the next ferry at 1800 (6 PM) Newfoundland time that is ½ hour
before Nova Scotia time the time I have been using here. We bought a ticket and went down at the
beginning of lane 3 as instructed. We then had a sandwich in the trailer and I had a snooze. We
arrived at the terminal at 1355 (1:55 PM). When we were not eating or snoozing we were reading
and it did not seem to take long for the time to pass.
It was rain and the fog so thick you could not see the end of the dock. We could hear the Apollo’s
whistle as she came near. We could just see some of her lights as she backed her stern into her berth.
One enters her bow going over and exits her stern and it is vice versa of course coming back.

This is Apollo backing her stern into the loading dock. When I was sailing in the coast guard we
used to state that those old Newfoundland skippers could pound spikes into the dock, they were that
good at handling a ship.
It was a bit rougher coming back. We slammed into a sea shortly after we sailed and Joan wanted to
know what we hit. She did not get sea sick although we did thump and move a bit. The fog so thick
one could see nothing.
I read sea stories coming over of all things to pass the time. We were 1-1/2 hour crossing.
As soon as we got off the ferry we went to the St. Barb RV Park. This was $40.00 for the one night
and electricity only. What a frigging rip-off. $15.00 would be plenty.

This is Marshmallow and the wagon at the St. Barb RV Park and the ferry dock is just down over
the hill behind them.

It was pouring rain and I simply backed into stall 2, dropped the main landing gear and plugged in
the electric cord. Joan soon had some pea soup ready for supper. It was really good.
After supper I typed this while Joan went to the office in order to work Wi-Fi and alert the world of
our whereabouts.
Joan came back and we went to bed around 2100 (9 PM) and called it a day.
Mileage for Wednesday July 18, 2018 = 123 kilometres
St. Barb, Newfoundland, Thursday July 19, 2018
We were up at 0730 (7:30 AM) and had breakfast got cleaned up and broke camp. We then dumped
the tank after having to frig around and get the trailer close enough. The dump station was on a
corner, a bastard place to get this in next to it. The water was on the other side of the road so I had
to drive down into the parking area, turn around and come back. We were able to hook our water
hose on direct and that was great.
After completing all of that we went to the diesel pump next door and topped up at 1.411 per litre,
ten cents less than Red Bay. Joan bought us each a coffee while I was topping up the diesel. Good
coffee.
We were finally ready to roll at 0959 (9:59 AM) or as close as one can get to 10 AM without it
being 10 AM.
We drove until we reached River of Ponds and I pulled over there for a shower. We did not have
enough water, or so I thought at St. Barb and I was probably right.
A moose ran across the road in front of us this morning. The second moose we have seen this trip.
The other was just outside Mount Pearl. This moose was running at full speed ahead and Joan was
unable to get a photograph of it and we were unable to get a photograph of the other outside Mount
Pearl.
As we entered Gros Morne Park we witnessed our first and only accident of the trip. A white pickup
I believe was a Ford was demolished and laying upside down in the ditch. The Mounted Police
were there and several people were sitting up on the bank. Joan claims no one survived that mess
but it is amazing what people can survive. We did not see an ambulance. Things were in good hands
so we did not stop.
We stopped at Rocky Harbour where we had camped on our way north and topped up the diesel.
What a hell of hole that is. An Irving station and no one gives you a break and parks right in your
way. Joan got out and watched me back up until I could make a sharp bend and get her pointed out
to the road. We stopped at 1407 (2:07 PM) and managed to get out without hitting or upsetting
something in ten minutes and were back on route 430 South at 1417 (2:17 PM)
We were in Gros Morne Park and Joan described route 430 there better than I can. She called it a
Mini Alaska Highway. I would call it a great description. We travelled the Alaska Highway from
one end to the other after it was paved back in 2003, but most of our travel on the Alaska Highway
was when it was a dirt trail back in the mid 1960's. We lived on it from 1963 until 1966.
After leaving Rocky Harbour we kept trucking until we pulled into the “Gateway to the North RV
Park”, 1 Bonne Bay Road, Deer Lake, Newfoundland. We had to wait a few minutes for the mother,
daughter and granddaughter to show up so we could pay for Site 30 for the night. We arrived at
1513 (3:13 PM). Joan and I took our time and had things set-up, hooked-up, and ready for the night
by 1600 (4 PM). Joan had Wi Fi and probably Hi Fi, at least all her toys did not quit ringing. She
contacted everyone in no time at all so was real happy.

This is the office to the Gateway of the North RV Park. That is our trailer on site 30 on the far left
with the one from Scottsdale, Arizona next to it.
Joan said the only boat ride she wanted was the ferry home when I suggested we take a boat ride of
the fiords of Gros Morne. So that ended that. So we were on our way.
I punched this up at 1630 (4:30 PM).
The day was foggy most of the way but it let up now and then so we could see a bit. I had all the
lights on most of the morning including the fog lights so they could see me coming and going. We
wore sunglasses all the way. It was nice and Sunny at Deer Lake The temperature was around 15C
near the water and quite warm the farther we moved from the water. It was a nice sunny warm
evening at the campground we had the door and hatches open. It was 84F when we finished the
dishes at 1845 (6:45 PM).
We walked around the campground from 1900 (7 PM) until 1930 (7:30 PM) and took a few
photographs. There are quite a few seasonal camped here.
We called it a day and went to bed at 2130 (9:30 PM)
Mileage for the day Thursday July 19, 2018 = 295 kilometres
Deer Lake, Newfoundland, Friday July 20, 2018 sunny and 25C
We were up at 0710 (7:10 AM) after a good night’s sleep. We did not hear the traffic that we felt we
would this close to highway 430 “The Viking Trail”.
We had breakfast and got ready to go. We had a chat with the old boy next door from Scottsdale,
Arizona. He had a 2016 one ton dually identical to Marshmallow. He claims it is quieter than
Marshmallow and the one ton dually before that. He had a 2004 and replaced it with this one.
Anyway, we had a good chat. He had come out to make sure I had room to get around his rig but I
simply backed up, hung a left and went out on 430, no problem. We departed at 0920 (9:20 AM)
and drove until I spotted the Irving Station at Crabbe River. We pulled in there, topped up the diesel
tank at 1.391 per litre, then went around the building and parked on the other side. We went into the
restaurant and had another great fish and chip dinner. We arrived at 1115 (11:15 AM) and departed
at 1207 (12:07 PM).

This is the Marble Mountain ski hill that is quite popular in the winter during the skiing season. I
told our two boys I would take them skiing one time and to choose either Marble Mountain in
Newfoundland or Sugarloaf in Maine. I was leaning towards Marble Mountain because we could
fly over in a DeHavilland Dash 8 aircraft. They chose Sugarloaf and we drove. I have yet to fly in a
Dash 8.

This is another of Joan’s photographs through the windshield but one can see that it is beautiful
country. This was taken south of Deer Lake and south of Marble Mountain.
It was a beautiful sunny day at 23C when we departed and 25C when we arrived at the Grand
Codroy RV at Doyles, Newfoundland. We pulled in at 1255 (12:55 PM).We followed the guy in the
office behind a white pickup way up to site 51. A beautiful campground and one of the best so far
on this trip although we had electrical and water only.
This is where Bob and Karen spend their final Newfie night before boarding the ferry for Nova
Scotia.

This is the office to the Grand Codroy RV Park
Joan and I walked around, found the dump station, Joan bought 5 small bottles of Newfoundland
jam, a shopping bag at the gift shop, and a loaf of 3 bun Newfoundland home baked bread. I came
back to the trailer arriving at 1540 (3:40 PM) leaving Joan to chat with one and all via Wi Fi.

This is a photograph I took standing next to the back of the trailer
It was a beautiful hot sunny afternoon. We dug the barbeque out and had hamburgers for supper. We
read awhile after supper and then went down to the entertainment room. Three old boys were
having a grand time; one on guitar, one on button accordion and the other on bass guitar. The one on
guitar sang and it was typical Newfoundland music and I could hear it well. Then they held a
ceremony making those who wanted to be; honorary Newfoundlanders that they call screeched in.
Screech is your Newfoundland rum drink. When we visited Newfoundland in the navy every pillow
case on leaving tinkled from a couple of bottles of screech. I could not hear a thing said at this
ceremony so came back to the trailer. Joan soon came home and said things were just getting wound

up good.
We called it a day and went to bed at 2130 (9:30 PM).
Mileage for the day Friday July 20, 2018 = 237 kilometres
Doyles, Newfoundland, Saturday July 21, 2018 sunny and 18C
We were up at 0630 (6:30 AM), shave, shower, breakfast, broke camp and we dumped tanks on the
way out. We departed at 0744 (7:44 AM) and arrived at the Port Aux Basque Ferry Terminal at 0822
(8:22 AM). The girl on duty logged us in and gave us boarding passes as though our reservation was
today and not the 24th.
We had to drive through a long building we knew nothing about. When we were in Labrador I was
thinking I should try and find a shovel and dig up a couple of these very small trees and take them
home for lawn ornaments. Thank God I did not do that. While in this building they searched us and
seized our part five pound bag of Prince Edward Island potatoes. We had purchased them at Sobeys
in Clayton Park, Halifax, down the street from our apartment but we could not prove it. I told the
guy they make good fries and he said they have to give them to a food bank. Joan claims they were
old and she was glad to get rid of them. What the hell was this about? Probably simply some means
of creating work and there were a half dozen of them standing around getting ready to search one
and all. I felt some Newfoundland official had been to California. They do that when you cross the
border into California.
We had to wait several hours in order to board the ferry. One fellow waiting was from Timmins,
Ontario and fascinated with this trailer. He felt it was the best thing he has ever seen and wanted to
contact Equest. I told him Equest had terminated but to contact Speciality Steel in Debert and have
a chat with Paul who is now running the place. The temperature was 18C and it was sunny.
There were several large motorhomes and many cars from all over Canada and the United States
waiting to board. Many motor cycles and one of them at least were from Europe.
We got on board and sailed at 1130 (11:30 AM) on the Blue Puttees. I was glad it was not the
Highlanders, the one we went over to Newfoundland on.
It became overcast and rained on the way across. A smooth trip and I read Jack Fitzgerald's, RumRunners & Mobsters that Cal had given me. He gave me several Newfoundland books. This one
was quite interesting. I did not realize Newfoundland was so involved in the rum-running activity
back in the 1920's and 1930's. There are a couple of errors in the book and only a nut such as I
would realize it. He calls one vessel as Stern Schooner and it was actually a Tern Schooner. He
stated the Stumble Inn was an RCMP vessel. The Stumble Inn was never part of the RCMP fleet.
She was a World War I submarine chaser that was sold after the war and was caught rum-running as
the Stumble Inn. She became Patrol Boat No. 4 in the Canada Customs fleet prior to the creation of
the RCMP Marine Section in 1932. Anyway, if you ever read Jack's book; now you know.
We got off the ferry at 1820 (6:20 PM) and we planned to stop at the Arm of Gold Campground. We
missed it. Rain, RAIN, rain, dang it was like Niagara Falls. Dangerous as hell and they just will not
slow down. They are going to pass Marshmallow and the Wagon even though we are going a notch
or two above the limit. We came across the Seal Island Bridge that I had sailed under many times
with the Gypsum Ships and spotted the KOA campground at New Harris. The KOA campground
was known as the Seal Island Campground until KOA took over. Joan and I ran to the office and I
asked the girl on duty if they supplied swimming lessons. She simply said “Sure”. Then she said she
had no vacancies and told us the next campgrounds either side of this one. I said to heck with it,
we'll go to Wal-Mart if we can find one and on that she said she could put us in with water and
electrical only next to the motorhome in storage. Brian, her assistant jumped on a golf cart and led
me into this. Perfect!
Joan came in at 2040 (8:40 PM) with a beautiful photograph she has taken of the truck and trailer at
this site showing a portion of the motorhome next to us. This is that photograph.

Mileage for Saturday July 21, 2018 = 68 kilometres
New Harris, Nova Scotia, Sunday July 22, 2018 rain mist and fog
We were up at 0715 (7:15 AM) and got ready to roll. All we had to do was disconnect the electric
cable and the water hose. We did not waste time visiting the dump station. We simply backed off
site 46 on to the lane leading into the campground. It was a short distance to New Harris Road and
another short distance to Trans-Canada Highway 105. We departed KOA at 0913 (9:13 AM). It was
rain mist and fog all the way and very heavy traffic.
We went down highway 105, 104 and 102 and thought we were stopping at the Irving Big Stop at
Enfield but got off the exit before that. There was a Petro Canada station so went in there for diesel
and DEF. What a hell of a hole for anything besides a bicycle. I managed to top up the diesel tank
but the DEF jug was the poorest I had used. The little air vent kept popping out. Anyway, we
managed to get it to work but when I went to pay for it the clerk had one hell of a time. She got
another jug with nothing on it so had her assistant get another so she could properly bill for it. Etc.
She claimed they are supposed to get a new pump and layout to make it easier for something larger
than a bicycle to get in to the pump.
We were at Petro-Canada 18 minutes; 1252 (12:52 PM) to 1310 (1:10 PM). From the Petro-Canada
station we went to where we wanted to be in the first place, the Irving Big Stop Restaurant. We
arrived there at 1322 (1:22 PM) and the place was crowded. We managed to get our dinners and
departed at 1431 (2:31 PM). We then drove home to Prestwick Close arriving at 1501 (3:01 PM).
Mileage for July 22, 2018 = 388 kilometres
It was one fantastic trip.
The Mileage for Marshmallow for the trip from Prestwick Close, Halifax back to Prestwick
Close, Halifax = 4,436 kilometres
We took 479 photographs on this trip but we did not bore you completely with them all.
Looking over these photographs I noticed that for some unknown reason we take a lot of
Marshmallow and his wagon. We have made some very beautiful memories with this rig and
that is likely the reason we take so many photographs.

The three ferries we sailed in on this trip with the year they entered service, gross tonnage,
international call sign and name were:
2005 28,460

VYGT

HIGHLANDERS

1970 6,480

CFG6209

APOLLO

2005 28,460

VXKF

BLUE PUTTEES

The Apollo should have a four letter call sign like the other two. This is a Canadian thing and there
is no rhyme or reason for it. Canada is assigned sufficient blocks of International Call Signs from
the International Telecommunication Union to assign a four letter call sign to every vessel on
register in Canada. Can you picture Apollo trying to “Make Her Number” with that mess? A ship
will fly her international call sign in flags in a vertical line from one of her masts known as
“Making Her Number”.
******
The Seal Island Bridge

This is not a very good photograph of the Seal Island Bridge but if one looks closely they can see it
in the distance. I took this from the KOA campground and one can see all the water lying around from
the heavy rain we arrived in, the evening before.
I have many memories of the Seal Island Bridge from when I was sailing as a ship’s Radio Officer
around 47 years ago. I often think of one incident and find it rather amazing the news media did not
learn of it. We came in under the Seal Island Bridge in the Gypsum Countess and went down to Little
Narrows and loaded and lifted a full cargo of gypsum ore. It was late one evening when we sailed. I
was in my bunk asleep as we came near the bridge. I awoke to one heck of a racket. It sounded to me
like the anchor was running out. My cabin was with the deck officers up near the anchor. When I
heard this racket I simply thought Captain Lucky was going to anchor for some reason and simply
rolled over and went back to sleep.
Captain Lucky must have contacted the coast guard via the radiotelephone on the bridge. I did not
transmit anything on this incident with the main radio station, GHZK. The chief mate checked the
double bottoms to make sure we were not taking on any water and we continued to sail on to Norfolk,

Virginia. The coast guard lifted all the buoys in the area and checked their anchors, but they could
not find anything that would cause this racket.
I remember I had 58 pages of 8 ½ inch by 11 inch white paper when I typed up Captain Lucky’s
report on this incident. In the end everyone agreed we had hit a submarine. What else could it have
been? The nationality of the submarine and what it was doing in the Bras D’Or Lake will remain a
mystery.
S. G. Roscoe
July 27, 2018
****

